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WHATIS SO BADABOUTCONTRADICTIONS?8
I

shall address the title question, and the answer I shall give is:
maybenothing much. Let me first explain how, exactly,the question is to be understood.I shallinterpretit to mean:Whatis wrong
with believing some contradictions?I emphasizethe 'some';the question 'Whatis wrong with believing all contradictions?'is quite different, and, I am sure,has a quite differentanswer.It wouldbe irrational
to believe that I am a fried egg. (Why,we might argue about,but that
this is so is not contentious.)A fortiori,it is irrationalto believe that I
am both a fried egg and not a fried egg. It is importantto emphasize
this distinctionright at the start,since the illicit slide between 'some'
and 'all'is endemic in discussionsof the question,as we shallsee.
I think that there is nothing wrongwith believing some contradictions. I believe, for example, that it is rational (rationallypossibleindeed, rationallyobligatory)to believe that the liar sentence is both
true and false. I shall not argue for this directlyhere, though. I have
discovered,in advocatingviewssuch as this, that audiences suppose
them to be a priori unacceptable. When pressed as to why, they
come up with a number of arguments. I shall consider five of the
most important,and show their lack of substance.They can be summarizedas follows:
(1) Contradictionsentail everything.
(2) Contradictionscannot be true.
(3) Contradictionscannot be believedraiionally.
(4) If contradictionswere acceptable,people could never be rationally
crltlclzed.

(5) If contradictionswere acceptable,no one could deny anything.

I am sure that there must be other possible objections,but the above
are the most fundamentalthat I have encountered. I shall take them
in that order. What I have to say about the first objection is the
longest, because it laysthe basisfor all the others.
I. OBJECTIONONE: CONTRADICTIONSENTAILEVERYTHING

The objectionis that rationalbelief is closed under entailment,but a
contradictionentails everything.Hence, if someone believed a contradiction,they ought to believe everything,which is too much.
I certainlyagree that believing everythingis too much: I have alreadysaid that there is an importantdifferencebetween some and all
* The essayis a writtenversion of a lecture that has been given at universitiesin
South Africa,Canada,and the United States in the last few years. I am grateful to
the audiences for numerous livelydiscussions.
0022-362X/98/9508/41
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here. Still, I take the argumentto be unsound. For a start,it is not at
all obviousthat rationalbelief is closed under entailment.This seems
to be the lesson of the "paradoxof the preface."You writea (nonfictional) book on some topic- history,karate,cooking.You researchit
as thoroughlyas possible.The evidence for the claimsin your book,
as convincingas empiricallypossible. Hence, you endorse
them- rationally.Nonetheless, as you are well aware,there is independent inductiveevidence of a verystrongkind thatvirtuallyall suS
stantial factual books that have been written contain some false
claims.Hence, you also believe-(°e1 A...A ahn)-rationally.
But you
do not believe (°e1A...A
A-(°e1 A...A
a simple contradiction, even though this is a logical consequence of your beliefs. Rationalbelief is not, therefore,closed under logicalconsequence.
This is alljust softening-up,though. The majorproblemwith objection number one is the claim that contradictionsentail everything:oe,
-oe F , for all oeand p. The Latintag for this is ex contradictione
quodlibet. I prefer the more colorful:explosion.It is true that explosion is a
validprincipleof inference in standardtwentieth-century
accountsof
validity,such as those of intuitionismand the inappropriatelycalled
classicallogic. But this shouldbe viewedin a historicalperspective.
The earliestarticulatedformallogic wasAristotle'ssyllogistic.This
wasnot explosive.To see this, merelyconsider the inference:
Obl...ohn

is

ahn)

ahn)

Some men are mortals.
No mortalsare men.
Hence all men are men.

Thisis not a validsyllogism,thoughthe premisesareinconsistent.According to Aristotle,1some syllogismswith inconsistentpremisesare valid,
some are not. Aristotlehad a propositionalas wellas a syllogisticlogic.It
wasneverclearlyarticulated,
andwhatit wasis ratherunclear.Forwhatit
is worth,however,this does not seem to havebeen explosiveeither.In
particular,
a contradiction,
oeA oe,does not entailitsconjuncts.
The Stoicsdid havean articulatedpropositionallogic. But while one
might tryto extractexplosionfromsome of the thesestheyendorsed,it
is notablethatit is not to be foundin anythingthatsurvivesfromthatperiod-and one wouldexpectanyprincipleas strikingas thisto havebeen
made much of by the most notablecriticof Stoicism,SextusEmpiricus.
Presumably,
then,explosionwasnot takento be correctbythe Stoics.
So, if explosionis not to be foundin ancientlogic,fromwheredoes it
come? The earliestappearanceof the principleof which I am aware
' PraorAnalytics64alEi.Cf. my "Negationas Cancellation,and Connexivism,"
Topoa(forthcoming).
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seems to be in the twelfth-century
Parislogician,Williamof Soissons.At
any rate,Williamwas one of a school of logicianscalled the "Parvipontinians,"who werewell known,not onlyfor livingby a smallbridge,but
alsofor defendingexplosion.2
Afterthistime,the principleappearsto be
a contentiousone in medievallogic, acceptedby some, such as Scotus;
rejectedbyothers,suchas the fifteentll-century
Cologneschool.
The entrenchmentof explosion is, in fact, a relativelymodern phenomenon. In the second half of the nineteenth century,an account
of negation-now often called Boolean negation-was championed
by George Boole, GottlobFrege, and others. Boolean negation is explosive,and wasincorporatedin the first contemporaryformallogic.
This logic, now usuallycalled classicallogic (how inappropriatethis
name is should now be evident), wasso greatan improvementon traditional logic that it soon became entrenched. Whether this is because it enshrined the naturallight of pure reason, or because it was
the firstcab off the rank,I leave the readertojudge.
There is, in fact, nothing sacrosanctabout Boolean negation. One
can be remindedof this by the fact thatintuitionists,who gavethe second contemporaryarticulatedformallogic, providea differentaccount
of negation.Despite this, intuitionistlogic is itself explosive.Logicsin
which explosionfails have come to be called paraconsistent.
The modern constructionof formal paraconsistentlogics is more recent than
anythingI have mentioned so far. The idea appearsto have occurred
to a numberof people, in verydifferentcountries,and independently,
afterWorldWarII. There are now a numberof approachesto paraconsistentlogic,all withwell-articulated
proof theoriesand model theories.
I do not intend to go into details here. I shalljust give a modeltheoreticaccountof one propositionalparaconsistent
logic,so thatthose
unfamiliarwith the area may have some idea of how things might
work.3I assume familiaritywith the classicalpropositionalcalculus.
Considera languagewith propositionalparameters,p, q, r,...and connectivesA (conjunction),V (disjunction),and-(negation). In classical logic, an evaluationis a functionthat assignseach formulaone of
1 (true) or 0 (false). Insteadof this,we now takean evaluationto be a
relation,R, between formulasand truth values. Thus, given any formula, oe,an evaluation,R, may relate it to just 1,just 0, both, or neither. If R(at,1), ot may be thought of as true under R; if R(at,O), it
may be thought of as false. Hence formulasrelated to both 1 and 0
2 For references and more details of the following historyof paraconsistency,
see
my "ParaconsistentLogic,"in D. Gabbayand F. Guenthner, eds., HandbookofPhilosophicalLogic(Dordrecht:Kluwer,2nd edition, forthcoming).
3 The logic is that of first-degree entailment. For further details of all the approaches to paraconsistency,see my "ParaconsistentLogic."
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are both true and false, and formulasrelated to neither are neither
true nor false.
As in the classicalcase, evaluationsof propositionalparametersare
extended to all formulasby recursiveconditions. The conditions for
- and A are as follows. (The conditions for V are dual to those for
A, and maysafelybe left as an exercise.)
R(-oe, 1) if and only if R(oe,O)
R(-oe, O) if and only if R(oe,1)
R (oeA , 1) if and only if R(oe,1) and R(:, 1)
R(oeA , O)if and only if R(oe,O) or R(:, O)

Thus, - oeis true if and only if oeis false, and vice versa.A conjunction is true if and only if both conjunctsare true;false if and only if
at least one conjunctis false-all veryfamiliar.
To complete the picture, we need a definition of logical consequence. This also presents no surprises.An inference is valid if and
only if wheneverthe premisesare true, so is the conclusion.Thus, if
S is a set of formulas:
S

t oeif and only if for all R (if R(B, 1) for all oBe X, R(oe, 1) )

It is now easy to see why the logic is paraconsistent.Choose an evaluation, R, that relatesp to both 1 and 0, but relates q only to 0. Then
it is easyenough to see that both p and -p (and p A -p) are true under R (and false as well, but at least true), while q is not. Hence p, p
W q. For future reference, note that the same evaluationrefutes the
disjunctivesyllogism:p, - p V q F q.
The logic given here should look veryfamiliar.It is veryfamiliar.It
is exactly the same as classicallogic, except that one does not make
the assumption,usuallypacked into textbooksof logic without comment, that truth and falsityin an interpretationare exclusiveand exhaustive.The difference between classicallogic and the above logic
can therefore be depicted very simply.In classicallogic, each interpretationpartitionsthe set of formulasas follows:
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In the paraconsistentlogic, an interpretationmay partition in this
way:classicalinterpretationsare, after all, simplya special case. But
in general, the partitioninglooks like this:

I

f

I

a

+
l

I
s

t r u e

The crucialquestionnow is:Assumingthatall the other assumptions
packedinto the storyare right, should we, or should we not, countenanceinterpretations
thatcorrespondto the secondpicture?Thereis no
quickwaywiththis question.Eachlogic encapsulatesa substantialmetaphysical/semantical
theoey.
It shouldbe noted thata paraconsistent
logician does not have to hold that truth itself behavesas in the second
picture.Theyhaveto hold only thatin definingvalidityone has to take
into accountinterpretations
thatdo. Althoughthe claimthattruthitself
behaveslike this is one argumentfor this conclusion,it is not the only
one. If we thinkof interpretations
as representingsituationsaboutwhich
we reason,then interpretations
of the secondkind mightbe thoughtto
represent"impossible"
situationsthat are inconsistentor incomplete,
such as hypothetical,counterfactual,or fictionalsituations,or as situationsaboutwhichwe haveincompleteor inconsistentinformation.One
maywell supposethatthereare,in some relevantsense,such situations,
and thattheyplayan importantmetaphysical
and/or semanticalrole.
More boldly, one may suppose that truth itself behaves according
to the second picture, and hence that there must be at least one interpretationthat does, namely, the interpretationthat assigns truth
values in accord with the actual. One cannot simply assume that it
does not. Here, again, lie profound metaphysicalissues. Even the
founder of logic, Aristotle,did not think that truth satisfiesthe first
picture.Accordingto him, statementsabout future contingents,such
as the claim that there will be a sea battle tomorrow,are neither true
nor false (unless you live in Bolivia).4The top left squareof the second picture is therefore occupied. Modern logic has providedmany
other possible candidatesfor this square:statementsemployingnon4 De Interpretatione,
chapter 9. He seems to think that this is consistent with the
law of excluded middle, however.At least, he defends this law in Metaphysicsr.
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denoting terms, statementsabout undecidable sentences in science
or mathematics,categorymistakesand other "nonsense,"and so on.
The thought that the bottom right cornermight also have denizens
is one much less familiarto modernphilosophers.Yet there are plausible candidates.Let me give two briefly.5The firstconcernsparadoxes
of self-reference.Let us take the liar as an example.The naturaland
most obvious principle concerning truth is encapsulated in the Tcate, and angle bracketsas a name-formingdevice. With standard
self-referential
techniques,we can now producea sentence,,(S,thatsays
of itselfthat it is not true: T(,(S) > ,(S.Substituting,(Sin the T-scheme
andjuggling a little gives,(SA-,(S. Primafacie, then, ,(Sis a sentence
thatis both trueand false,and so occupiesthe bottomrightcorner.
Another example:I walkout of the room;for an instant,I am sytnmetricallypoised, one foot in, one foot out, my center of gravitylying on the verticalplane containingthe center of gravityof the door.
Am I in or not in the room? By symmetry,I am neither in rather
than not in, nor not in rather than in. The pure light of reason
therefore countenances only two answersto the question:I am both
in and not in, or neither in nor not in. Thus, we certainlyappear to
have a denizen of either the top left or the bottom right quarter.But
wait a minute. If I am neither in nor not in, then I am not (in) and
not (not in). By the law of double negation, I am both in and not in.
(Evenwithoutit, I am both not in and not not in, which is still a contradiction.)Hence we have a denizen of the bottom right.
There is, of course, much more to be said about both of these examples. But I do not intend to say anythingfurtherhere.6The point
is simplyto illustratesome of the semantic/metaphysicalissues that
These and others are discussed at much greater length in my In Contradiction
(Dordrecht:Nijhoff, 1987).
6 Since the second example is not as familiaras the first, let me add one comment. Let us represent the sentence 'GP is in the room' by a. An obvious move at
this point is to suggest that a is, in fact, a denizen of the top left quarter,but that
one cannot express this fact by saying that I am neither in nor not in the room.
W1latone has to say is that neither a nor its negation is true,-T (a) /\-T (-c).
This is certainlynot an explicit contradiction.Unfortunately,it, too, soon givesone.
D

and chaining together gives: - T (-a) S T (a), and we are back with a contradiction. A naturalmove here is to deny the T-schemafor a or -a (presumablythese
stand or fall together). But on what ground can one reasonablydo this? 'GP is in
the room' is a perfectlyordinarysentence of English.It is meaningful,and so must
have truth conditions. (In fact, most of the time it is simplytrue or false.) These (or
something equivalentto them) are exactlywhat the T-schemagives. Compare this
with the case of the liar. Manyhave been tempted to rejectthe T-schemafor the liar
sentence on the ground that the sentence is semanticallydefectivein some way.No
such move seems to be even a primafacie possibilityin the present case.
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must be hammered out even to decide whether truth
itself satisfies
the firstor the second picture.To suppose that the
answeris obvious,
or that the issue can be settledby deElnition,is
simple dogmatism.
There is a famous defense of classicallogic by W. V.
Quine which
comes very close to this, in fact. Someone who takes
there to be interpretations corresponding to the second picture just
"does not
knowwhat they are talkingabout":to change the logic
is to "change
the subject."It is changing the subjectonly if one
assumesin the Elrst
place that validityis to be deElnedin terms only of
that satisfythe Elrstpicture which is exactly what interpretations
is at issue here.
Two logicians who subscribeto different accounts of
validityare arguing about the same subject,just as much as two
physicistswho subscribeto differentaccountsof motion.7
Now, Elnally,to returnto the main point. I have not
shown that explosionfails, that one ought to take into the scope of
logic situations
that are inconsistent and/or incomplete, though I
do take it that
whenthe dust settles, this will be seen to be the case,
and that even
truthitself requiresthe second picture.8The point of
the above discussionis simplyto show that the failure of explosion is
a plausible
logico-metaphysical
view, and that one cannot simply assumeotherwisewithoutbegging the question.
II. OBJECTIONTWO:CONTRAI)ICTIONS
CANNOTBE TRUE

Letus turn now to objection number two. This is to
the effect that
contradictionscannot be true. Since one ought to believe only
what
istrue, contradictionsought not to be believed.
This argumentappealsto the lawof noncontradiction
(LNC):nothing
isboth true and false. The Elrstthing we need to
do is distinguish
clearly
betweenthe LNCand explosion,as theyareverydifferent.
Fora
start,
as we have seen, explosion is a relativenewcomeron
the logical
scene;the LNCis not. It is true thatsome havechallenged
it: some Presocratics,
such as Heraclitus;some Neoplatonists,such as
Cusanus;and
somedialecticians,such as G. W. F. Hegel. But since the
time of Aristotle,it is a principlethat has been veryElrmly
entrenchedin Western
philosophy.
(Itsplace in Easternphilosophyis much less secure.)
The
view
that the LNCfails, that some contradictionsare true,
is called dialethe?sm.
As we havealreadyseen, one does not haveto be a
dialetheist
tosubscribeto the correctnessof a paraconsistent
logic, though if one
is,
one will.As we also saw,though, there are arguments
that push us
7 For references to
Quine, with further discussion, see my "On
Alternative
Geometries,Arithmetics and Logics: A Tribute to
Lukasiewicz," in M.
Baghramian,
ed., Proceedings
of theConference
Bukasiewicz
in Dublin(forthcoming).
8 As a matter of fact,
though, I think that its top left quarteris empty. See my
In
Contradiction,
chapter4.
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toward accepting dialetheism. Is there any reason why one should reject these a priori?Why, in other words, should we accept the LNC?
The locus classicus of its defense is Aristotle's Metaphysics
r4. It is a
striking fact about the law that there has not been a sustained defense
of it sinceAristotle(at least, of which I am aware). Were his arguments
so good that they settled the matter? Hardly. There are about seven
or eight arguments in the chapter (it depends how you count). The
first occupies half the chapter. It is long, convoluted, and tortured. It
is not at all clear how it is supposed to work, let alone that it works.
The other arguments in the chapter are short, often little more than
throw-awayremarks, and are at best, dubious. Indeed, most of them
are clearly aimed at attacking the view that all contradictions are true
(or even that someone can believethat all contradictions are true).
Aristotle, in fact, slides back and forth between 'all' and 'some' with
gay abandon. His defense of the LNC is therefore of little help.9
So what other arguments are there for the LNC? Very few of which
I am aware, and none that survives much thought. Let me mention
four here. The first two, some have claimed, are to be found in Aristotle. I doubt it, but let us not go into this here.
According to the first argument, contradictions have no content,
no meaning. If so, then, a fortiori, they have no true content: contradictions cannot be true. The first thing to note about this objection
is that it is not only an objection against dialetheism, but also against
classical logic. For in classical logic, contradictions have totalcontent,
they entail everything. One who subscribes to orthodox logic cannot,
therefore, wield this objection.
There have been some who endorsed different propositional logics, according to which contradictions do entail nothing, and so have
no content.l° But the claim that contradictions have no content does
not stand up to independent inspection. If contradictions had no
content, there would be nothing to disagree with when someone uttered one, which there (usually) is. Contradictions do, after all, have
meaning. If they did not, we could not even understand solneone
who asserted a contradiction, and so evaluate what they say as false
(or maybe true). We might not understand what could have brought
a person to assert such a thing, but that is a different matter and
the same is equally true of someone who, in broad daylight, asserts
the clearly meaningful 'It is night'.
9 For a detailed analysisof Aristotle'sarguments,see my "To Be and Not to BeThat Is the Answer: On Aristotle on the Law of Non Contradiction," Philosophiegeschichteund LogischeAnalyse, I ( 1998): 91-130.
10See my"Negationas Cancellation,and Connexivism."
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A second objection (to be found, for
example, in J. M. E. McTaggart) is to the effect that, if contradictions
could be true, nothing
could be meaningful. The argument here appeals
to the thought that
something is meaningful only if it excludes
something (omnisdeterminoestnegatio):a claim that rules out nothing, says
nothing. Moreover, it continues, if oedoes not rule out-oe, it
rules out nothing. An
obvious failing with this argument is, again, the
slide from 'some' to
'all'. Violation of the LNC requires only that
some statements do not
rule out their negations (whatever that is
supposed to mean). The argument depends on the claim that nothingrulesout
its own negation.
But there is a much more fundamental flaw in
the argument than
this. The premise that a proposition is not
meaningful unless it rules
something out is just plain false. Merely consider the
claim 'Everything is true'. This rules nothing out: it entails
everything. Yet it is
quite lneaningful (it is, after all, false). If you
are in any doubt over
this, merely consider its negation 'Something
is not true'. This is
clearly true and so meaningful. How could a
meaningful sentence
havea meaningless negation?
A third argument for the LNC, and one
that is typical of many,
startsfrom the claim that the correct truth
conditions for negation
areas follows:
oe is true if and only if oeis not true

Now,suppose that oeA-oe is true; then,
assuming that conjunction
behavesnorlually, oeis true and-oe is true. Hence by
the truth conditionsof negation, oeis both true and not true,
which is impossible.
It is not difficult to see what is wrong with
this argument. For a
start,the truth conditions of negation are
contentious. (Compare
themwith those given in the previous section.)
More importantly,
whyshould one suppose that it is impossible
for oe to be both true
andnot true? Because it is a contradiction. But
it is precisely the impossibilityof having true contradictions for which we
were supposed
tobe arguing. The argument, therefore,
begs the question, as do
manyof the other arguments of which I am
aware.ll
The fourth, and final, argument I shall mention
is an inductive one.
As
we review the kinds of situations that we
witness, very few of them
would
seem to be contradictory. Socrates is never both
seated and not
seated;
Brisbane is firmly in Australia and not not in it.
Hence, by induction,no contradictions are true. Note that one
does not have to
11In particular,one may argue for the LNC
from explosion,
all
contradictionsare true. But an appeal to explosion would assuming that not
beg the question, as
we
have alreadyseen.
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suppose that logical principlesare a posteriorifor this form of argument to work.One can collect a posteriorievidenceeven for a priori
principles.Forexample,one verifiesoeV-oe everytime one verifiesoe.
The flawsof this argumentare apparentenough, though. It is all
too clear that the argumentmay be based on what LudwigWittgenstein called "aninadequatediet of examples."MaybeSocratesis both
sitting and not sitting sometimes:at the instant he rises. This, being
instantaneous,is not something we observe.We can tell it to be so
only by a priori analysis.Worse, counterexamples to the principle
are staringus in the face. Think, for example, of the liar.Mostwould
set an example such as this aside, and suppose there to be something
wrongwith it. But this may be short-sighted.Considerthe Euclidean
principle that the whole must be larger than its parts.This principle
seemed to be obvious to many people for a long time. Apparent
counterexampleswere known froln late antiquity:for example, the
set of even numbers appeared to be the same size as the set of all
numbers.But these exampleswere set aside, and just taken to show
the incoherence of the notion of infinity.With the nineteenth centuryall this changed. There is nothing incoherent about this behavior at all: it is paradigmaticof infinite collections. The Euclidean
principle holds only for finite collections; and people's acceptance
of it was due to a poor induction from unrepresentativecases. In the
same way, once one gets rid of the idea, in the form of explosion,
that inconsistencyis incoherent, the liar and similar examples can
been seen as paradigm citizens of a realm to which our eyes are
newlyopened (we can call it, by analogywith set theory,the transconsistent). In any case, the inductive argument to the LNC is simply a
poor one.
It is sometimes said that dialetheismis a position based on sand.
In fact, I think, it is quite the opposite:it is the LNC that is based on
sand. It appears to have no rationalbasis;and the historicaladherence to it is simplydogma. Hence and finallyto return to the second objection it fails.
III. OBJECTIONTHREE:CONTRADICTIONSCANNOTBE BELIEVED
RATIONALLY

The third objectionis that, even if contradictionscould be true, they
cannot be believed rationally,consistencybeing a constrainton rationality;hence one ought not to believe a contradictionsince this
would be irrational.
We have alreadyseen, in answerto the first objection, that this objection fails. The paradox of the preface shows that it can be quite
rationalto have inconsistentbeliefs. Hence, consistencyis not an absolute constrainton rationality.The rationalperson apportionstheir
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nothing that can be capturedin a formalism.)This account is inconsistent: when suitable self-referentialmachinery is present (say, in
the form of arithmetic),the liar paradoxis forthcoming.Yet the inconsistenciesare isolated. In particular,it can be shown that, when
things are suitablyset up, inconsistenciesdo not percolate into the
purely arithmeticmachinery.In fact, it can be shown that any sentence that is grounded (in Saul Kripke's sense) behaves consistently.lSWhat are the alternatives to such an account? There is a
welter of them: Alfred Tarski's, Kripke's, Anil Gupta and Hans
Herzberger's,Jon Barwiseand John Perry's,Vann McGee's,et alia.
These may all have the virtue of consistency,but the other virtues
are thinlydistributedamong them. They often have strongad hoc elements; they are complex, usuallyinvolving transfinitehierarchies;
they have a tendency to pose just as many problems as they solve;
and it is not clear that, in the last instance,they reallysolve the problem they are supposed to: they all seem subject to extended paradoxes of some kind.13It seems to me that rationality speaks very
stronglyin favor of the simple inconsistent theory. This is exactly a
concrete case of the abstractkind I have described.
Naturally,it mayhappen that someone, a hundredyearshence, will
come up with a consistentaccount of truthwith none of these problems, in which case,whatit is rationalto believemaywell change.But
that is neither here nor there. Rationalbelief about anythingis a fallible matter.It is a mistaketo believewherethe evidencedoes not point;
but it is equallya mistakenot to believewherethe evidencepoints.
I have argued that it may well be rational to believe a contradiction, and shown how this may arise. If there is sufficient evidence
that something is true, one ought, rationally,to accept it. Let me
considerjust one reply. It is naturalto suppose that there is a dual
principle here: if there is sufficientevidence that something is false,
one ought, rationally,to reject it. If, therefore, there is strong evidence that contradictories, oeand-oe, are both true, there is evidence that both are also false. One ought, then, to rejectboth.
No. In the appropriatesense, truth trumpsfalsity.Truth is, by its
nature, the aim of cognitive processes, such as belief. (This is the
'more' to truth to which I referredabove.) It is constitutiveof truth
that that is what one ought to accept. Falsity,by contrast,is merely
truth of negation. It has no independent epistemologicalforce. One
should not necessarily,therefore,rejectsomethingsimplybecause its
negation turnsout to be true.
For a proof of this, see my "ParaconsistentLogic,"section 8
3See my In Contradiction,chapter 1.

9
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The situation may well be different with respect to untruth. At
least arguably, if something is shown not to be true then one ought
to reject it.14But one cannot suppose that falsity and untruth are the
same thing, if the second picture drawn in connection with objection number one is correct. If one does so suppose, as epistemologists traditionally have done, then something shown to be false is
shown to be untrue, and so not a target for belief. This may be why
the dual principle has its appeal. But once one sees that truth and
falsity (that is, truth of negation) cannot alwaysbe separated, like the
elements of a constant-boiling mixture, it becomes clear that this is
overly simplistic. At any rate, we have seen more than enough to answer objection number three.
IV. OBJECTIONFOUR:IF CONTRADICTIONS
WEREACCEPTABLE,
PEOPLECOULD
NEVERBE RATIONALLY
CRITICIZED

The fourth objection also concerns rationality, and is to the effect
that, if contradictions were acceptable, no one could be rationally
criticized for the views that they hold. The thought here is that, if
you hold some view, and I object to it, there is nothing, rationally, to
stop you from maintaining both your original view andmy objection.
The most obvious failing of this argument is that it makes the familiar and illicit slide from 'some' to 'all'. The mere fact that some contradictions are rationally acceptable does not entail that all are. The
charge 'You accept some contradictions to be true, so why should you
not believe any contradiction to be so?' is as silly as the charge 'You believe something to be true, so why should you not believe anything to
be so?'
It might be argued that, if it is logically possible for any contradiction to be true (as it is in the semantics we looked at in reply to objection one), then all contradictions are rationally acceptable. This,
though, most certainly does not follow either. The fact that something is a logical possibility does not entail that it is rational to believe it. It is logically possible that I ana a fried egg, though believing
that I am is ground for certifiable insanity. As we saw in reply to the
last objection, there is a lot more to rationality than consistency. A
view, such as that the earth is flat, may be quite consistent (and so
logically possible in traditional terms), and yet quite irrational.
A person's views may be rationally criticized if they can be shown to
entail something that is rationally unacceptable. This might be a contradiction, but it might be some noncontradiction. Some noncontradictions, for example, that I am a fried egg, are, in fact, better than
14 One may well contest this, too; see my "CanContradictionsBe True? II,"Proceedingsof tXle
Aristotelian
Society,
SupplementalyVolume LXVII ( 1993): 35-54.
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some contradictions, for exaluple, that the liar sentence is both true
and false. In the last instance, what is rationally acceptable, and what is
not, is likely to be a holistic matter, to be determined by the sort of criteria I discussed in response to the last objection. Let me illustrate
again. I argued there that an inconsistent account of truth, which endorsed the T-schema, was preferable to the numerous consistent accounts available. Suppose that it turned out, in defending the
inconsistent view, that it had to be shorn up in the same methodologically unsatisfactoryways as extant consistent accounts for example, to
avoid strengthened paradoxes until it was just as complex and contrived. It would then cease to be rational to accept it. The fact that one
can accept some contradictions would do nothing to help the matter.
This is a perfectly adequate reply to the objection, but let me say a
little more. I am frequently asked for a criterion as to when contradictions are acceptable and when they are not. It would be nice if
there were a substantial answer to this question or even if one
could give a partial answer, in the form of some algorithm to demonstrate that an area of discourse is contradiction free. But I doubt that
this is possible. Nor is this a matter for surprise. Few would now seriously suppose that one can give an algorithm or any other informative criterion to determine when it is rational to accept something.
There is no reason why the fact that something has a certain syntactic form be it p A-p or anything else-should change this. One
can determine the acceptability of any given contradiction, as of anything else, only on its individual merits.
Despite this, I do think that there are general reasons as to why
contradictions are a priori improbable. Classical logicians, who hold
that contradictions all have probability 0, should agree with this! But
it may reasonably be asked why one should suppose this to be so,
once one has given up the assumption that that probability is 0. The
answer to this question is simply that the statistical frequency of true
contradictions in practice is low. This low frequency suffices to determine a low probability.
How do we know that true contradictions have a low frequency?
Return to the inductive argument for the LNC which we considered
in connection with objection number two. I pointed out there how
weak this was as an argument for the universality of contradiction
freedom. But as an argument for the infrequency of contradictions it
is much better. The counterexamples to the universality of the LNC
are of very particular sorts (involving self-reference, or states of affairs that are but instantaneous, and so on), and we do not deal with
these kinds of situations very often.
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As a measureof this fact, recallthe disjunctivesyllogism(oe, °e V p
p). Thisis not validin the semanticswe lookedat.Yetwe use it all the
timein practice,and rarelydoes it leadus astray.It willleadus astrayonly
when thereis a situationwhereoeis both trueand false,and p is not true.
Hence, thereare fewsuch situations.Thiscouldbe for tworeasons.The
firstis thattherearefewoesthatareboth trueand false;the secondis that
therearefewps thatarenot true.Butwe mayruleout the secondpossibility:if thiswerethe case,then we wouldrarelygo wrongin any conclusion
we draw,butwe do. Hence the frequencyof truecontradictions
is low.
The factthatcontradictionshavelowprobabilitygroundsthe factthat
inconsistencyis a rationalblackmark.If we haveviewsthatare inconsistent then we are probablyincorrect.We should go back and examine
whywe hold such a view,andwhatthe alternatives
are.We mayfind that
we wouldbe betteroff going a diXerentway.Butwe mayfind thatthere
are no betterwaysto go. In which case,we mayjust have to conclude
thatthe improbableis the case.Afterall, the improbablehappenssometimes.Wewouldseem to be in exactlythissituationwithrespectto theories of truthand the liar.In one wayor another,we havebeen overthis
groundfor over2,000years for the lastone hundredyearsveryintensively and no satisfactoryconsistent theory has been found. At any
rate, inconsistencyprovidesa primafacie ground for rejectinga view.
One cannot simplyaccept a contradiction.There is other work to be
done. Thisprovidesanotheranswerto objectionnumberfour.l5
F

V. OBJECTIONFIVE:IF CONTRAI)ICTIONS
WEREACCEPTABLE,
NO ONE COULD
DENYANYTHING

The final objection takes us into new territory,one concerning public speech. The argumenthere is to the effect that, if contradictions
were acceptable,then no one would have a wayof denying anything:
wheneverthey asserted-oe, this would not show that they rejectedoe,
for they might accept both oeand-oe.
To discussthis argument,we first need to be clear about asserting
and denying.l6These are speech acts, like questioningor commanding. Which ones? If I assert something, oe,then this is a speech act
whose intention is to get the hearer to believe oe,or at least, believe
thatI believeoe withwhateverGriceansophisticationone maywishto
add. If I denysomething,oe,then thisis a speech act whoseintentionis
to get the hearer to reject oe (cast it out from their beliefs, and/or
refuseto acceptit), or at least,to get the listenerto believethatI reject
it withwhateverGriceansophisticationone maywishto add.
For a furtherdiscussionof the issue, see my In Contradiction,
chapters7 and 8.
The following follows my "CanContradictionsBe True? II."The discussionis
taken further in my "WhatNot? A Dialetheic Account of Negation,"in Gabbayand
H. Wansing,eds., Negation(Dordrecht:Kluwer,forthcoming).
5
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Now, prima facie, at least, assertion and denial are quite distinct
kinds of speech act, and this is the way they have often been understood traditionally for example, in the Port Royale logic (though,
of course, the point was not put in terms of speech acts, which is a
modern invention). But Frege suggested,and manynow accept, that
denial maybe reduced to assertionby the equation:
denial = assertionof negation

This identityis incorrect.To assertthe negation of something is not
necessarilyto deny it. When I, for example,assertthe negation of the
liar sentence, I am not denyingit. Afterall, I acceptit, and intend you
to do the same. Nor does this really have anything to do with dialetheism.We, all of us, discoversometimes maybeby the prompting of some Socratic questioner that our beliefs are inconsistent.
We assertoe,and then a little later assert-oe. We maywell wish to revise our viewsin the light of this we usuallydo. But that is not the
point here. The point is simplythat in asserting-oe, we are not denying oe.We do accept oe;that, afterall, is the problem.Hence, to assert
a negation is not necessarilyto deny and the problem that this objection points to isjust as much a problemfor the classicallogician as
for the dialetheist.
More importantly,and conversely,one can deny something without asserting a negation. One can use a certain tone of voice or
body language (like thumping the table). The issue is simply one
of how to convey one's intentions. This is the solution to the problem. In fact, one can often deny something by asserting its negation. (Thus, this objection, again, makes the now veryfamiliarslide
from 'some' to 'all'.) Whether or not one is denyingjust depends.
This raises the question of how one knows whether someone who
utters a negated sentence is asserting or is denying. I doubt that
there is any simple wayof answeringthis question. In any case, it is
of a kind very familiar from speech-act theory. Someone utters
'The door is open'. This could be an assertion, a question, a command. How does one know?Well, one has to determine the utterer's intentions; to do this one needs to know all kinds of things
about language, the context, the social power relations, and the
like. Never mind if we do not know exactly how we do it. We do it
all the time.
Before we leave the subject, let me mention one final, related
point. It is sometimes said that it is impossible even to express contradictorybeliefs: if someone asserts ct, and then asserts ct, they
have not expressed contradictory beliefs; their second utterance
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merely "cancelsout" the Elrst.17
This could be an appeal to the claim
that contradictionshave no content, with which I have alreadydealt.
But more likely,it is an appeal to the idea that assertinga negation is
a denial. To deny something assertedis to "cancelout"the assertion,
in the sense that it leaves the hearer no coherent wayof interpreting
the utterer'sbeliefs, short of supposingthat they have changed their
mind. But as we have seen, uttering a negation mayjust be a simple
assertion:there need be no cancellationof any kind.
The ambiguityof 'assertion' (between the content of what is asserted, and the act of assertion) bedevils the history of logic until
Frege. The ambiguityof 'denial' (between the content of a negated
sentence, and an act of denial) may still bedevil it, as objections of
the kind we have been looking at demonstrate.l8
VI. CONCLUSION

We have now considered all the supposed a priori objections I
startedby enumerating.The sophist Gorgiasargued that there is no
truth;and even if there were, you could not know it; and even if you
could, you could not express it. The argumentswe have been looking at might be summarized,loosely,by saying,similarly:a contradiction cannot be true; but even if it could be, you could not know it;
and even if you could, you could not express it. The arguments,as
we have seen, have no more force than Gorgias'sarguments.So what
is so bad about contradictions?Maybenothing.
GRAHAMPRIEST

Universityof Queensland
17 For example, Peter Strawsonruns this line. For references and further discussion, see my "ToBe andNot to Be That Is the Answer:On Aristotleon the Lawof
Non Contradiction,"section 13.
18 I have heard it suggested that once one distinguishes between negation and
denial, there will be versions of the liar paradox, formulated in terms of denial,
that a paraconsistentsolution cannot handle. This is not so. The standardliar is a
sentence, a, of the form-T (a). Let us write H as a force operator, indicating denial. The analogue would be a sentence, a, such that a is H T (a). But this makes
no sense, since H is not part of a propositionalcontent. We can formulatea proposition, a, whose content is 'I deny that '. Does this pose problems?Well, if I deny
it, then it is true, and presumablyobviouslyso to me. So I ought not to deny it.
Conversely,if I do not deny it, then it is false, and again, presumably,obviouslyso
to me. So I ought to deny it. In either case, then, I am going to fail an obligation.
Perhaps,in the end, one just has to live with this fact. It is not a contradiction (and
even if it were, isolated contradictions need not be a problem for a dialetheist).
Moreover, the dialetheist does not even have to agree with the argument. As we
have alreadyseen in reply to objection number three, it is not necessaryto reject
(and so deny) something simply because it is false. A classical logician, on the
other hand, for whom this isjust as much a problem, cannot make the same move.
Note that there are other paradoxesin the vicinityhere that are even more embarrassingfor a classicallogician;see my "Gapsand Gluts:Replyto Parsons,"Canadian
JournalofPhilosophy,
xxv (March1995): 57-66, especiallysection 4.
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